The OSOE program is a real good place to conduct academic research and to collaborate to innovate in the field of Cloud
Computing, Information technologies, Business Intelligence, Machine Learning etc.

Research programs
Members of the OSOE program have already performed successful research programs. Those programs involved
universities and companies from the open source industry.
Members of the OSOE project are willing to start new researches. The OSOE project is a good place to meet actors of the
open source industry and universities involved in open research programs.
We hope the below list will grow.
Project Name
EDOS
2005 - 2008

NEOPPOD
2008-2011

TIOSAFE
2009 - current

Description
Members
"The project aims to study and solve problems - Paris 7
associated with the production, management and - Tel Aviv
distribution of open source software packages." - Zurich and Geneva Universities
- INRIA
- Caixa Magica
- Nexedi
- Nuxeo
- Edge-IT
- CSP Torino
"The goal of the project is to provide a formal
- Armines Fontainebleau
proof and an experimental proof of the NEO
- Pilot Systems
protocol. The NEO protocol is a fully distributed - Université de Dakar
and transactional protocol designed persistent
- Université Paris Nord 13
object storage on a Cloud Computing
- Université Pierre et Marie Curie Paris 6
infrastructure."
- Mandriva
- Sanef
See Systematic NEOPPOD project
- Nexedi
TioSafe project is about economic intelligence
- Nexedi
2.0. This project has two goals:
- Oxatis
- Institut Télécom
Give a simple way to integrate a Software
as a Service (SaaS) solution.
Reduce the risk of the competitive
intelligence related to the Cloud
Computing.
See Systematic TioSafe project Page

Academic Publications
Academic publications are also made even outside the framework of a specific research project. Here is a list of publications
which have been made in famous place such as IEEE, IFIP and ACM about OSOE technologies.

IEEE Publications
De Carvalho, R.A. De Campos, R. "A Development Process Proposal for the ERP5 System" Systems, Man and
Cybernetics, 2006. SMC '06. IEEE International Conference on (2006): 4703 - 4708
Smets-Solanes, J.-P. Atem de Carvalho, R. "ERP5: a next-generation, open-source ERP architecture" IT Professional
(July-Aug. 2003): 38 - 44
De Carvalho, R.A. Monnerat, R.M. "Development Support Tools for Enterprise Resource Planning" IT Professional
(Sept.-Oct. 2008): 39 - 45

IFIP Publications
De Campos, R. De Carvalho, R.A., Ferreira A. "Modeling Architecture and Reference Models for the ERP5 Project" in
Research and Practical Issues of Enterprise Information Systems(2006): 677-682
De Carvalho, R.A., De Campos, R., Monnerat, R.M. "Quality Assurance in the ERP5 Development Process" in
Research and Practical Issues of Enterprise Information Systems II Volume 1(2008): 677-687

IJEIS Publication
Wölfel, Klaus. "Automated ERP Category Configuration Support for Small Businesses" IJEIS 11.2 (2015): 1-23.
doi:10.4018/IJEIS.2015040101

Book

De Carvalho R.A., Monnerat R.M., "ERP5: Designing for Maximum Adaptability" in Beautiful Code, Leading
Programmers Explain How They Think (June 2007): Chapter 21

Students Thesis
Students have successfully benefit of OSOE platform as part of their curriculum. OSOE welcomes students in PhD or in
Diploma thesis to use the platform to help the progress of science and pedagogy.
If you are a student and want to benefit from the OSOE project to access the latest technologies and conduct research for
your thesis, please contact us. If you already have written your thesis and think we should add a link to it here, please
contact us.

List of Thesis
Klaus Wölfel, "Automating ERP Package Configuration for Small Businesses", July 21, 2010.
"Disruptive business models, like Software as a Service (SaaS) and free / open source software have made Enterprise
Resource Planning (ERP) systems more accessible for Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs). However, the
consulting required to configure an ERP to meet the specific needs of an organization remains a major financial burden
for SMEs. Automatic ERP package configuration based on artificial intelligence could be a solution to lessen the
burden of the implementation process.
This diplome thesis presents two approaches, based on decision trees and classifiers, to automate selected
configuration options of the open source ERP package ERP5. To integrate these approaches into ERP5, the ERP5
Artificial intelligence Toolkit (EAT) has been created. It is a prototype consisting of a set of ERP5 modules which allows
to manage and evaluate configuration questions, design decision trees and collect answer data as input for learning
classifiers."
Gabriel Monnerat, "Ferramenta para Manipulação de documentos em Larga Escala", June, 2010. in Portuguese
(Bachelor Project)
"This work develops a tool that aims to replace an existing tool that the excessive use showed serious problems,
necessitating the creation of a new tool in addition to correcting the problems, the search for patterns more
consolidated and more flexible structure . This work was presented basic concepts that were used to develop this tool
and, moreover, along with a description of the tool was presented solutions to known problems. To validate the tool
developed, this was applied in a simple case study to use to demonstrate in a real environment."

